


Experience Associate Planner, Ralph Lauren -  Lyndhurst, NJ                                                                                        April 2016 - July 2017 

๏ Manage and plan merchandise inventory positions, promotional activity and markdown strategies to drive departmental sales, 
inventory, profit and turnover objectives for the men’s knit business.  

๏ Provide financial projections, inventory and distribution strategies for monthly and future buy cycles.  
๏ Collaborate with merchandising partners on establishing an assortment that will resonate with customers while ensuring the 

assortment aligns with the financial goals for the department which delivers $200 million in annual retail sales.  
๏ Identify risks and opportunities within the assortment in-season and pre-season to maximize profits.  
๏ Synthesize large sets of data into meaningful and actionable measures to drive KPIs. 
๏ Provide allocation guidance to distribution analyst to ensure door level product needs are met to satisfy business trends.  

	 Distribution Planner, Ralph Lauren - Lyndhurst, NJ        April 2015 - April 2016 
๏ Lead Distribution Analysts on allocation strategies that support divisional strategy and implement action plans based on business 

climate for a division that delivers $230 million in annual revenue.  
๏ Evaluate store profiles pre-season and in season based on performance/capacity to support divisional strategies as well as maintain 

store attributes.  
๏ Manage inventory flow, store capacities, new store goals, and space allocation projects for division.  
๏ Monitor KPIs for the basic solid mesh business and ensure appropriate inventory levels are ordered monthly.  
๏ Implement multi-configuration pre-packs to maximize supply chain efficiency and support size selling trends by door.  
๏ Act as point person on distribution team for new concept stores (E.g. Big & Tall concept freestanding stores).  
๏ On-board new Distribution Analysts and introduce them to the allocation process, buy process, reporting and tools/systems utilized 

by the department. 

	 Distribution Analyst, Ralph Lauren - Lyndhurst, NJ     Aug. 2013 – April 2015 
๏ Monitor in-season sales and inventory levels on a weekly basis and allocate replenishment back to sales trend.  
๏ Review and recap style/size/color-selling trends across various store attributes (i.e. alpha buckets, climate, districts, etc.).  
๏ Develop and implement replenishment strategies that support style-selling trends and optimize available inventory.  
๏ Develop pre-season style-level inventory set-up and replenishment strategies that support APS goals while optimizing all channels of 

allocation.  
๏ Partner with Buying to track all inbound receipts and implement contingency plans for late arrivals.  
๏ Establish and sustain effective working relationships within the cross-functional team (Planning, Buying, Brand Presentation, DC, 

etc.).  
๏ Maintain a 98% in-stock level of basic programs by analyzing color and size selling and ordering inventory needed to support sales.  
๏ Oversee the success of the first women’s only store by communicating their product opportunities to the distribution team and 

ensuring their needs are met 

	 Merchandise Operations Assistant, Tommy Hilfiger - New York, NY          Oct. 2012 – Aug. 2013 
๏ Monitor shipments coming in from overseas to ensure they are received by our customers as expected.  
๏ Ensure shipment authorizations are issued two weeks prior to shipment departure.  
๏ Work with manager to resolve any issues with shipments and their contents.  
๏ Provide the traffic department with the shipment hot list and have time sensitive shipments prioritized through the supply chain. 

	  
	 Store Operations Communications Coordinator, PVH Corp - Bridgewater, NJ                Jan. 2011 – Oct. 2012 

๏ Direct or respond to all incoming field telephone calls and emails that are related to the operations of the retail stores.  
๏ Communicate actively with the Van Heusen and IZOD divisions regarding any and all POS, merchandise, operational and 

miscellaneous issues.  
๏ Respond to all audits generated from Internal Audit and prepare monthly recap.  
๏ Process invoices related to store operations.  
๏ Assist supervisors with the recruitment process, including print and web advertising and background checks.  

Education	 University of Delaware; Newark, DE – B.S. Fashion Merchandising, 2010 

Skills	 Software Application: Microsoft Windows OS, Mac OS X, Microsoft Office Suite, Google Drive Suite, Adobe Photoshop, Enterprise 
Planning, Island Pacific, JDA  

	 Other: Retail Math, Drawing, Sketching, Photography, Online Research, Basic HTML, Basic CSS, Intermediate Spanish

Kaelyn Martinez 
Customer-focused professional who is willing to pioneer new ideas, take risks and be agile in 
a fast-paced environment while delivering organizational goals and surpassing expectations

 kae.pagan@gmail.com  |  kaelynmartinez.com 
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